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Vol. 1 January/February The New Workforce

-	Risk to enterprises of working remotely

-	Endpoint security

-	Culture changes 

-	Productivity impacts

-	Workforce development 

-	Reskilling

-	Distance learning; changing face of education – risk, security and process perspective

-	When to and when not to “bot”

-	Doing more with less, e.g., how smaller audit shops have proven success with fewer resources (human and financial)?

9/18/2020 10/19/2020 11/20/20 11/27/20 1/4/2021 1/4/2021 2/1/2021

Vol. 2 March/April Privacy in Practice

-	Regulations in practice

-	Best practices on selecting or adopting a framework

-	Socializing the framework across the organization

-	Business benefits of good privacy

-	The dynamic definition of privacy

-	The risk of privacy

-	The need for data vs. individual privacy rights

-	The concept of global surveillance

-	Increased importance of a privacy officer

-	Privacy by design

-	Practical guidance on adhering to regulations such as GDPR and CCPA

11/20/2020 12/18/2020 1/22/2020 1/29/2021 3/1/2021 3/1/2021 4/5/2021

Vol. 3 May/June Resilience 

-	BCP

-	Disaster recovery

-	People availability – revisiting continuity plans 

-	Succession planning

-	Reskilling

-	Modern IT operations

-	Integrated risk management and internal audit

-	Digital storage revolution

-	Decentralized cloud computing

1/15/2021 2/19/2021 3/23/2021 3/30/2021 5/3/2021 5/3/2021 6/7/2021

Vol. 4 July/August Do Algorithms Make the World Go Round?

-	Biases in algorithms

-	The advantages and disadvantages 

-	Algorithmic and anti-bias data auditors emerge to tackle bias in artificial intelligence

-	Metrics and reporting

-	Auditing the use of algorithms and AI

-	Algorithms impact on privacy 

3/19/2021 4/19/2021 5/21/2021 5/28/2021 7/1/2021 7/6/2021 8/2/2021

Vol. 5 September/October The Human Element of Security 

-	Automation in security

-	Need for human element in security

-	What role do humans play in ensuring security?

-	Insider threats

-	The checks and balances of security

-	Connected devices in healthcare or other industries

-	The changing job market resulting from technology

-	Disinformation

-	Deep fake detection

5/21/2021 6/21/2021 7/23/2021 7/30/2021 9/1/2021 9/7/2021 10/4/2021

Vol. 6 November/December The Business of Interconnectivity

-	The threat of liquidation

-	Supplychain

-	Blockchain

-	Going Concern

-	Internal audit

-	Ecommerce and innovative payment methods

-	The auditor’s role in the interconnected business

-	Industry insights

-	Big computing - Big data collection is useless unless we have the computing power to transform it into valuable insights.

7/19/2021 8/23/2021 9/21/2021 9/28/2021 11/1/2021 11/1/2021 12/6/2021
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